
CORNERSTONE INITIATIVES & EVENTS

Introduction

Ad 2 Minnesota is dedicated to provide our target audience the resources to succeed whether it be skill

expansion, connection building opportunities, or career establishing moments through our events, public

service opportunities, and leadership positions. As a result of our mission, we have several motivated

position holders and stemming committee members of our board of directors focused on cornerstone

initiatives and events specifically to carry out this mission in effective ways aiming to promote

multiculturalism, advertising education, and activism in relation to our local and national advertising

communities. Through the Ad 2 MN Co-Directors of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion, Co-Directors of

Marketing Communications, Co-Directors of Events, and Director of Partnership, Ad 2 Minnesota has

championed five goals for the 2022-2023 year, all created with the intention of awareness and connection

building opportunities as top priority.

Goals:

● Increase the scope of Ad 2 Minnesota’s 15th annual Student Advertising Summit, destined to

provide students with advertising education, creating an opportunity to invest profits into further

programming.

● Plan a workshop that invites advertisers of all different backgrounds and lived experiences to

come together to connect and spark important conversations regarding what we’re currently doing

and what we could do better in terms of DE&I efforts within our industry.

● Partner and support other nonprofits and groups in the community who are passionate in creating

change in a space that connects to the advertising and marketing community.



● Become a thought leader in the Minneapolis advertising and marketing industry by creating a

series of community-driven educational conversations on our channels.

● Support in helping the advertising/marketing workforce better reflect society’s demographics.

Advertising Education

Student Advertising Summit

Goal: Increase the scope of Ad 2 Minnesota’s 15th annual Student Advertising Summit, destined to

provide students with advertising education, creating an opportunity to invest profits into further

programming.

Event Overview – The Student Advertising Summit is a yearly Ad 2 Minnesota marquee event, which

consists of agency networking, a special keynote address, breakout sessions, workshops, resume/portfolio

reviews, headshot taking opportunities, and agency tours. This year, the 2-day event was held on February

16th and 17th at the WeWork North Loop Minneapolis coworking space and the University of Minnesota

McNamara Alumni Center, with the opportunity for local agencies to host students for agency tours at

their spaces following the agenda of the main day event.

Target Audience – Students and young professionals.

Event Details – For this year’s Student Advertising Summit, the Co-Directors of Student Advertising

Summit quickly established high achievement metrics as they kicked off their planning year in the fall of

2022. After a very successful recruitment of 24 committee members (Exhibit 1), the Student Advertising

Summit announced the theme as “Top Secret - Advertising Declassified” (Exhibit 2) with the intention of

building an event to unlock doors and reveal the secrets to help students break into the industry with

essential knowledge and the confidence to take the next step in their career. We increased the scope of the

event by choosing a more premium venue, adding additional activations, hiring a videographer to create a

thoughtful recap, and covering the increased costs of inflation. For the first day’s kickoff event, we



welcomed our annual, gold, and silver sponsors to have the first, and most premium access to students by

tabling and participating in a special agenda of events. The kickoff night workshop was titled “What Kind

of Agent Are You” (Exhibit 3), destined to help students and young professionals understand the different

departments and opportunities within an agency, taught by True Media. Several agency professionals

volunteered to inspire students by reviewing resumes and portfolios (Exhibit 4). A headshot photographer

was hired to equip students with LinkedIn ready shots

(Exhibit 5). The main day was opened to all sponsors and volunteers of the event, leveraging students the

opportunity to network, learn, and grow through nine different breakout sessions, a keynote address from

Michelle Rowe, a media professional from Haworth Marketing, and agency tours at four well-loved

agencies in town, Colle McVoy, Haberman, The Social Lights (Exhibit 6), and Superhuman.

Strategy – To cover the costs of the event, we built out robust sponsorship tiers for agency partnership

and agency ticket giveaways to further the relationship between agencies and students while championing

our needed funds for the event. To capture our target audience in promotion, we pushed the event on all

Student Advertising Summit and Ad 2 channels with the inclusion of a newly launched TikTok account.

We boosted the content to our target audience to push our reach beyond our followers, and reached out to

professors at colleges and universities in Minnesota (Exhibit 7) to generate awareness through the

classroom and word of mouth.

Outcome – The Student Advertising Summit has continued to be an event that not only students, young

professionals, and local recruiters rely on, but ultimately a community driver considering the essence of

the event, celebrating the knowledge sharing and opportunities the industry consists of locally in the Twin

Cities. From a financial perspective, the planning team excelled in creating a net profit of $18,255.26

(Exhibit 8) by obtaining $29,500 in sponsorships, $4,920 in ticket sales, and accumulating a total expense

of $16,164.74 for the event. Beyond the major financial success, the event unlocked unique opportunities

for young professionals and agency members alike, growing the support and love for the Ad 2 Minnesota

organization and community as a whole.



Diversity & Multicultural Initiatives

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Workshop

Goal: Plan a workshop that invites advertisers of all different backgrounds and lived experiences to come

together to connect and spark important conversations regarding DE&I efforts.

Event Overview – On June 23rd, 2022, Ad 2 Minnesota partnered with The Brand Lab (Exhibit 9) with

the common goal of inviting advertisers of all different backgrounds and lived experiences to come

together to connect and spark important conversations regarding what we’re currently doing and what we

could do better in terms of DE&I efforts within our industry. The event began with light refreshments

provided by a small BIPOC-owned business, then fostered a powerful workshop called “Intent vs.

Impact” (Exhibit 10), led by Jamila Joiner of The Brand Lab and Hamy Huynh of Ad 2 Minnesota, and

wrapped with small groups and mingling. Sponsors of the event were made up mostly of agencies from

the area, for which had a 100% attendance rate with provided sponsor tickets.

Target Audience – Professionals within the Minneapolis advertising and marketing community.

Method of Promotion – The event promotion began on June 3rd with an initial event announcement

(Exhibit 9) on social media, followed by additional promotion (Exhibit 11) through the Ad 2 Minnesota

social channels and combined Ad 2 and AdFed MN (AAF) email file of 3,200 recipients.

Attendance Report – The event sold out at 37 total attendees.

Feedback/Membership Retention Mechanism – Our chapter issued a post event survey to gauge

feedback of the event (Exhibit 12), and 100% of respondents confirmed that they would attend another

event like this which was a powerful sense of motivation to continue creating space in the community for

events like this. Within the survey, respondents had an opportunity to voice specific points of feedback,

for which we gained a great understanding of the parts of the event that were more or less valuable to



attendees. The Brand Lab organization voiced their love for participating in the event and motivation to

continue partnering with Ad 2 Minnesota.

Takeaways – Ad 2 Minnesota has continued to push forward in being a thought leader and community

builder in the DEI space, both locally in Minneapolis and on the national level with other chapters. This

event supported The Brand Lab, locally BIPOC-owned food vendors, and most importantly, a

conversation that sparked learning and connection between attendees.

AdVocation Group Participation

Goal: Partner and support other nonprofits and groups in the community who are passionate in creating

change in a space that connects to the advertising and marketing community.

Overview – Ad 2 Minnesota holds close relationships with many of the agencies in Minneapolis.

Broadhead, one of Minneapolis’ highly regarded advertising agencies created a group called AdVocation

with the mission of sharing a greater goal, sharing respective actions and learnings across agencies

(Exhibit 13). The AdVocation group began serving its mission by organizing quarterly leadership

roundtables for agency leadership members to attend. With that, Ad 2 Minnesota was invited to have a

seat at the table, as a thought leader and community driver stemming from our notable experiences

driving change in DE&I in the advertising realm.

Audience – In the Fall roundtable, marketing employees from 17 agencies/companies/organizations

gathered (Exhibit 14), representing vast backgrounds and lived experiences.

Strategy – Our President and Co-Directors of DE&I attended AdVocation (Exhibit 15) to continue the

conversation and relationship with many of our partner agencies and companies that are doing the work to

push for more diversity and multiculturalism in the advertising and greater community. With our

attendance, we were hopeful to grasp further ideas of how we could benefit our target audience of Ad 2



members and non-members, as well as, for knowledge of how other organizations are showing up and

exceeding their DE&I goals.

Takeaways – The event turnout was impressive for the first-ever summit. While honoring conversations

of progress and ideas for growth yet to be fostered, we had the opportunity to connect with many

individuals at the event that happened to be members of Ad 2 and AdFed (AAF) MN, leveraging us the

ability to connect further with our audience in the DE&I space. We were able to bring back multiple ideas

that were presented during the event to gear us up for our future DE&I event to come in the Spring of

2023.

Monthly Social Media Series

Goal: Become a thought leader in the Minneapolis advertising and marketing industry by creating a

series of community-driven educational conversation starters on our channels in the DE&I space.

Overview –Within the Twin Cities advertising space, we identified ourselves as a neutral ground for

agencies and marketing teams to reference for education and information in the DE&I space. With this in

mind, we launched a series of social media posts (Exhibit 16) to continue supporting the Twin Cities with

useful information and conversation starters online to create a more equitable society at large.

Target Audience(s) – Ad 2 individual & agency members wanting to expand their knowledge and

actionable goals in the DE&I space.

Strategy – At the beginning of the year, our Co-Directors of DE&I created a Figma board (Exhibit 17) to

brainstorm different topics within the DE&I space that could serve our local community and audience at

hand through a planned content calendar. The topics in which the team brainstormed for the content series

were Emotional Wellness Month (October 2022), Native American Heritage Month (November 2022),

Local Business Gifting & Businesses to Support (December 2022), and Black History Month (January



2023) prior to the launch of our Summer 2023 DE&I event that would begin outreach in February of 2023

(Exhibits 18). With a powerful social series for our audience to follow month to month, we were

passionate in growing our community and education.

Outcome – Our social series launched continuing the conversation around several important DE&I

related pieces of content, bringing our members and showing up in the conversation to help create a more

equitable community.

Conclusion

By focusing efforts on cornerstone events and initiatives, we are proud to look back on our initial goal and

feel an immense sense of pride as we’ve not only continued the conversation and provided resources in

our own community, but also by participating in philanthropy and by supporting other organizations in

our community that drive to do the same. Ultimately, our goals will drive beyond this term as we drive

forward in being a changemaker at both the local and national levels.



EXHIBITS

Exhibit 1: Student Advertising Summit - Committee

Exhibit 2: Student Advertising Summit - Theme



Exhibit 3: Student Advertising Summit - Workshop

Exhibit 4: Student Advertising Summit - Portfolio Reviews



Exhibit 5: Student Advertising Summit - Headshots

Exhibit 6: Student Advertising Summit - Agency Tours



Exhibit 7: Student Advertising Summit - Professor Outreach

Exhibit 8: Student Advertising Summit - Profit Report



Exhibit 9: ADing Voices - Brand Lab Event Partnership

Exhibit 10: ADing Voices - “Intent vs. Impact” led by the Brand Lab.



Exhibit 11: ADing Voices - Social Promotion



Exhibit 12: ADing Voices - Post-Event Survey



Exhibit 13: AdVocation: A DEI Collective Mision



Exhibit 14: AdVocation Group Photo



Exhibit 15: Ad 2 Minnesota at AdVocation



Exhibit 16: Social Media Series









Exhibit 17: Brainstorming Figma Board

Exhibit 18: DE&I Call for Committee Members


